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The present invention relates to work guiding 
means for machines constructed to sew the out 
Sole to the welted upper of a lasted shoe and is 
herein illustrated as embodied in an improvement 
of the machine disclosed in United States Letters 
Patent to Carl F. Whitaker, No. 2,296,888, granted 
September 29, 1942, in which work guiding means 
are provided for preventing injury to the inseam 
connecting the welt to the lasted upper of a shoe 
while. Sewing the outsole to the welt on a curved 
hook needle sewing machine, the work guiding 
means of the patented machine being adjustable 
toward and from operative positions during sew 
ing operations. 
The work guiding means of the Whitaker pat 

ent is so constructed and arranged that when the 
forepart of the projecting marginal portion along 
the edge of an outsole is being sewed, the out 
Seam is inserted at a uniform distance from the 
edge of the outsole and, when the narrower pro 
jecting marginal portions of the outsole along 
the shank are being sewed, the operator is en 
abled to insert the stitches of the outseam firmly 
in the material of the outsole at approximately 
the same distance from the edge on the tread sur 
face of the sole as along the forepart without any 
possibility of damaging the threads in the stitches 
of the inseam connecting the welt to the upper. 
To do this, an adjustable outsole edge gage and 
a separately movable upper engaging crease guide 
are employed, the crease guide being connected 
for movement with the edge gage so that when 
the edge gage is moved out of operative position, 
the crease guide is rendered active in holding the 
crease, and adjacent inseam out of the paths of 
the sewing instruments even when the shoe is 
tipped to obtain the desired results. 
The principal object of the present invention is 

to simplify and improve the construction of an 
outsole shoe sewing machine in such a way that 
a separately movable crease guide is unnecessary, 
and in which the inseam along the shank por 
tion of a lasted shoe is not subject to possibility 
of damage while securing the outsole to the Welt, 
regardless of the efforts of the operator to tilt 
the Shoe or to force it in Wardly against the Work 
supporting and stitch forming devices of the ma 
chine. Another object of the invention is to pro 
vide an outsole shoe sewing machine With a sim 
plified and easily constructed work support for 
preventing damage to the stitches of an inseam 
in a shoe being sewn without the necessity of pro 
viding complicated or intricate parts and mech 
anisms. w 

In accordance with these and other objects, One 
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feature of the invention resides in a shoe outsole 
Sewing machine having stitch forming devices, in 
cluding a work penetrating instrument and a 
Work Support shaped to enter the crease between 
the Welt and upper of the shoe being operated 
upon, in which a stationary upper gage is mount 
ed. On the work support acting on the upper of 
the shoe to insure holding the shoe in a position 
with the inseam out of the path of the work pen 
etrating instrument along the shank of the shoe, 
thus preventing the work penetrating instrument 
from cutting the inseam. The invention also 
contemplates the use of such a stationary upper 
gage either by itself or in combination with a 
Sole edge back gage which is adjustable during 
Sewing toward and from operative relation to 
guide the edge of the outsole while sewing along 
the forepart of the shoe. In operating on cer 
tain types of shoes it is unnecessary to utilize. a 
back gage, the entire outseam being guided with 
relation to the crease formed between the welt 
and the bulging surface of the upper supported 
by the last on which the shoe is mounted. - 
These and other features of the invention con 

sist of novel constructions, combinations and ar 
rangements of parts hereinafter described and 
claimed, the advantages of which will be readily 
understood from the following description taken 
in connection with the accompanying drawing. 

In the drawing, 
Fig. 1 is a view in right-hand side elevation, 

partly broken away and in Section, of a portion 
of a shoe OutSole sewing machine having a Work 
support provided with gaging means embodying 
the features of the present invention, indicat 
ing the manner in which the shoe is guided in 
the machine while the forepart of the shoe, is 
being sewn; 

Fig. 2 is a similar view illustrating - certain of 
the parts of Fig. 1, together with a shoe being 
operated upon, indicating the guiding action on 
the shoe while sewing along the shank of the 
shoe; 

Fig. 3 is a similar view of the same machine 
but without the novel work guiding means of the 
present invention and illustrating the manner 
in which the welt connecting inseam is damaged 
Where no special provision is made in the ma 
chine for protecting it; and 

Fig. 4 is a detail front view of a portion of the 
work support and upper gage. - 
The machine illustrated in the drawing is an 

outsole shoe sewing machine and is similar, except 
as hereinafter described, to that of the patent. 
above referred to, being of the type disclosed in 
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United States Letters Patent to Fred Ashworth 
No. 1,169,909 of February 1, 1916, with a movable 
edge gage Such as that disclosed in United States 
Letters Patent to Fred Ashworth No. 2,003,526, 
granted June 4, 1935. The work Supporting and 
stitch forming devices including the work pene 
trating instruments of the machine comprise a 
curved hook needle O, a curved work feeding awl 
f2, a work support 4, a presser foot f6, an ad 
justable edge gage 8 and a rotary shuttle 20. 
The upper end of the edge gage has an L-shape 
to pass across the sole supporting surface of the 
work support when moved into operative position. 

O 

from the upper during Subsequent wear. To 
avoid this difficulty, in the machine of the Whit 
aker patent the work support is provided with a 
shiftable crease guide connected for actuation 
with the adjustable edge gage. When the edge 
gage is moved rearwardly out of operative posi 
tion in sewing along the shank, the crease guide 
of the patent is pressed into the crease sufficiently 
to hold the shoe in a position with the threads 
of the insean entirely clear of the needle and aw 
paths, regardless of the extent to which the shoe 
is tipped. 

When Sewing the forepart of an outsole indicated 
- at 22 and a lasted upper 24 connected by means 
of an inseam 26 to a welt 28, the edge gage is 
moved forwardly into the position illustrated in 
Fig. 1 by a cam 30 acting on the rearward sur 
face of a pivotally mounted carrier 32 for the edge 
gage. When sewing about the forepart of a shoe, 
the projecting marginal portions of the outsole 
and welt intersecting the operating paths of the 
needle and awl being of ample width, are held by the operator in a substantially level position. 
When held in this position, the extreme edge of 
the outsole 22, as well as that of the welt 28, as sumes a substantially vertical relationship to the 
work engaging surface of the work support. In 
this position, there is no practical difficulty in 
guiding the direction of the outseam accurately 
with relation to the edge of the outsole. m 
Along the shank of a shoe, the projecting mar 

ginal portions of the outsole and welt are rela 
tively narrow and have been shaped to fit snugly 
with the contour of the lasted shoe bottom. In 
sewing along the shank, therefore, it is the prac 
tice for the operator to press the shoe rearwardly 
with substantial force against the forward face 
of the usual form of work support, indicated at 33 
in Fig. 3, in an effort to raise the narrow project 
ing marginal portions of the outsole and welt in 
such a way that the work support may enter the 
crease between the welt and the last supported 
upper and Space may be provided for the stitch 
forming devices. To facilitate entry of the work 
support within the crease, the shoe is tipped up 
Wardly as far as possible, consistent with accept 
able sewing practice, and the presser foot, in 
clamping and projecting marginal portions of the 
outsole and welt, acts to bend the outsole up 
Wardly, enabling a still further entry of the work 
support within the crease of the shoe. Bending 
the marginal portions of the outsole and welt 
tends to throw their edges out of line and dis 
torts the parts in such a way as to give their 
edges an inclination with respect to the work 
supporting surface of the work support, as illus 
trated in Fig. 3. With the edge of the outsole 
So inclined, it is difficult to guide the outseam ac 
curately with the use of an edge gage so that it 
is preferable to move the edge gage rearwardly 
to an inoperative position, the shoe then being 
guided wholly by the forward upper engaging face 
of the work support, . . . . 
While tipping and forcing the shoe rearwardly 

in this way is effective to cause the stitches to be 
inserted along the shank at a location where they 
obtain a firm grip in the material of the outsole without running of the edge at the tread sur 
face, there is some danger that the thread of the 
inseam 26 will be carried into the paths of the 
needle and awl. If this occurs, the strands of 
thread in the inseam will be broken or cut, in 
a manner illustrated in Fig. 3, and the shoe weak 
ened to such an extent that the welt may separate 

ls 

To prevent, the inseam along the shank of a 
shoe from being injured during sewing of the 
OutSean, if the machine embodying the present 
invention, the work support f4 is shaped to enter 
the crease and has mounted on it or formed as a 
part of it a stationary upper gage in the form 
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sented to the machine in the usual manner above 

to hold the crease of the shoe away fro 

of a down Wardly extending apron 34 provided 
with a concave forwardsurface of a curvature 
corresponding substantially to the curvature 
along the bulge at the forepart of the lasted shoe 
upper 24, or the curvature of the concave sur. 
face may be slightly less than that of the bulge. 
However, the curvature of this surface is sub 
stantially greater than that of the bulge of the 
upper along the shank. The curvature 
upper engaging surface on the work suppor 
therefore fits the curvature of the upper h 
sufficient accuracy, or is parallel to the upper 
along the forepart, so that the shoe may be pre 

described with the inseam relatively close to the 
paths of the needle and awl and the stitches in 
serted and the outseam guided a suitable distance 
from the edge of the outsole at the tread surface 
without engaging the upper with the for 
face of the work support, when an edge gag 
employed, as shown in Fig. 1. When the 
gage is held in rearward inoperative positio 
is not employed, the outseam is guided with rela 
tion to the bulging last supported surface of the 
upper along the forepart in the usual manner. 
the upper being parallel to and engaging the co 
cave surface (Fig. 1). When the shank 
shoe is reached and the shoe tipped an 
rearwardly in the usual manner, the curvature 
of the bulging shoe upper being less causes it to 
engage the lower edge of the apron 34, as shown 
in Fig. 2. One explanation for the operation 
is that the curved forward face of the apron on 
the work support tends to guide the insertion 
of the outseam at a greater distance from the 
inseam along the shank than along the forepart 
but, in tipping the shoe along the shank and in 
bending the outsole away from the upper, the 
operator offsets this greater spacing distance, 
actually inserting the seam in the proper rela 
tion to the tread surface at least as far from the sole edge inwardly. Thus the needle and awl 
may intersect the tread surface the same dis 
tance from the outer edge of the outsole in the 
proper manner without danger of cutting the 
inseam. 
To avoid injury to the finished surface of the 

upper while being guided by the apron 34, the 
Iower edge of the apron is formed with a rela: 
tively flat portion 36. The fiat portion 35 is dis 
posed to lie substantially tangent to the curva 
ture of the upper along the shank and is loca 

. . . . . ... the 

extreme forward edge of the work support a 
sufficient distance to prevent the inseam from 
being forced into the paths of the needle and awl 
even when the shoe is tipped by the operator. 
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The degree to which the shoe can be tipped is 
limited to the extent that the outsole margin 
may be bent, the force of the presser foot being 
sufficient in the illustrated machine to resist tip 
ping beyond a position where satisfactory Sew 
ing can be accomplished. 
By this construction the same or better re 

sults are obtained as with the use of the movable 
crease guide disclosed in the Whitaker patent, 
without the necessity for complicated or intricate 
parts, the inseam being guarded automatically 
along those portions of the shoe where the danger 
of cutting or injuring threads arises. Thus, 
there is no necessity for moving any shoe guid 
ing part manually during Sewing unless an edge 
gage is employed, and the problem of cutting 
the inseam while Sewing the OutSeam of a shoe 
is eliminated. 
The nature and scope of the invention having 

been indicated, and a particular embodiment 
having been specifically described, what is 
claimed is: 

1. In a machine for sewing the outsole to the 
welted upper of a lasted shoe, the marginal pro 
jection of the outsole beyond the upper of which 
may be sewed in relatively flat condition along 
the forepart of the shoe and requires bending 
away from the upper along the shank to provide 
space for sewing, the combination with stitch 
forming devices including a work penetrating 
instrument and a work support shaped to enter 
the crease between the welt and the upper of the 
shoe, of a relatively stationary upper gage on the 
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work support for holding the work Support 
further from the inseam connecting the Welt and 
upper along the shank of the shoe than along the 
forepart to prevent the work penetrating instru 
ment from cutting the inseam along the shank 
when the operator tilts the shoe to bend the out 
sole away from the upper. 

2. In a machine for sewing the outsole to the 
welted upper of a lasted shoe, the marginal pro 
jection of the outsole beyond the upper of which 
may be sewed in relatively flat condition along 
the forepart of the shoe and requires bending 
away from the upper along the shank to pro 
vide space for sewing, the combination with 
stitch forming devices including a Work pene 
trating instrument and a work Support shaped 
to enter the crease, between the Welt and the 
upper of the shoe, of a relatively stationary up 
per gage on the work support for holding the 
Work support further from the in Seam connect 
ing the welt and upper along the Shank of the 
shoe than along the forepart to prevent the Work 
penetrating instrument from cutting the insean 
along the shank when the Operator tilts the Shoe 
to bend the outsole away from the upper, and an 
adjustable edge gage movable into Sole guiding 
position while sewing along the forepart of the 
shoe and into an inoperative position While Sew 
ing along the shank of the shoe. 

ROBERT M BAUMGARTNER. 
JOHN K. SMITH, 


